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Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy is a powerful and extremely sensitive spectroscopic tool that can provide a spectral fingerprint of molecules. In SERS, the small Raman cross-section of molecules is dramatically enhanced by several orders of magnitude due to the huge electromagnetic (EM) field enhancement caused by the excitation of plasmons on the surfaces of metals. In nanostructures with two or more particles, sub-10 nm gaps will give rise to interparticle interaction that produces a significant change of optical response and enormous enhancement of the EM field. The coupling effect between two adjacent metal structures creates an efficient “hot spot” for SERS. As previously reported, the SERS enhancement factor (EF) in silver particle dimers is up to \(10^{10}\), which is sufficient for single molecules detection. Various nanostructures containing nanogaps have been developed for SERS substrates, such as nanohole or nanoparticle arrays, hole–particle pairs, nanocube dimers, nanoparticle–nanowire couples, etc. Both experimental and theoretical studies have proven that the nanostructures’ shape, size, topography, arrangement, and the interparticle distance greatly affect the coupling effect. For example, for individual nanoparticles with the diameter smaller than 50 nm, only a dipolar plasmon mode can be excited. When particle size further increases, higher-order multipolar plasmonic modes begin to appear and the absorption peak corresponding with the interparticle interaction in the visible range decreases due to the red-shift of surface plasmon resonance. Structures with smooth surface behave quite differently from those with rough surface. For spherical Au or Ag nanoparticles with smooth surfaces, the plasmon band is narrow and falls within the visible range. However, surface roughness of only several nanometers is sufficient to result in the red shift of surface plasmon modes. In addition, the protrusions on the rough surface of two adjacent particles will increase the possibility of forming multiple hot spots in one single dimer. Both the size and the surface topography influence SERS enhancement significantly. As reported before, single mesoparticles with roughened morphology could generate SERS enhancement more than \(10^7\) with good reproducibility, which exceeds that obtained on single smooth nanoparticles by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude.

In this paper, we report an 10 to 100 times higher SERS enhancement of flower-like silver mesoparticle dimers compared to single mesoparticles. As the flower-like silver mesoparticles are about one micrometer in diameter, it is possible to move them under a conventional optical microscope with a micro-manipulator. The incident-polarization-dependent SERS of the particle dimers under spatial management clearly shows that the interparticle coupling results in additional one or two orders of enhancement over individual particles. Moreover, we found the nanogaps in dimers formed in this controlled way have better SERS performance than randomly assembled dimers, which may offer a low-cost and simple method to controllably form dimers for SERS applications.

Flower-like silver mesoparticles were obtained by reducing AgNO\(_3\) with ascorbic acid in aqueous solution. To compare the enhancement of the SERS signals between individual particles and dimers, malachite green isothiocyanate (MGITC) is employed as probe molecules. MGITC can bind strongly to the silver surface by the sulfur atom of its isothiocyanate group, and the absorption peak of MGITC is near the excitation laser wavelength at 632.8 nm used here, thus additional resonance Raman enhancement can be expected. An upright microscope was used to excite and collect the Raman signal. As reported before, owing to the micrometer scale size, the individual mesoparticles could be observed clearly under a 50× or 100× objective; therefore, it is possible to distinguish the individual particles and
dimers. By marking the samples with an indexed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid, the same object identified in optical images could be investigated later by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging for the detailed topography. A half-wave plate inserted into the optical route was used to systematically rotate the plane of polarization of the incident laser. Therefore, incident polarization dependent SERS measurements could be detected. Raman spectra were collected by a Renishaw inVia micro-Raman spectroscopy system. All these measurements were preformed under exactly same experimental conditions. Figure 1A,C show the typical Raman spectra of the individual particles and dimers. The corresponding SEM images are shown in Figure 1B,D, respectively. These spectra show the main vibrational features of MGITC molecules with the Raman shift at 1173, 1365, and 1615 cm\(^{-1}\). The intensities of these peaks obtained from MGITC molecules on the coupled dimers are usually =10 to 100 times larger than those on the individual particles, based on the measurement of dozens of examples (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Even considering that the dimer accommodates twice as many molecules as the individual particle, there still is a giant additional SERS enhancement, which is expected as a result of the coupled gaps formed between two mesoparticles. To confirm the coupling effect, incident polarization dependent SERS measurements of a dimer were carried out. As shown in Figure 1E, when the polarized excitation mode is parallel to the dimer axis, the SERS enhancement reaches maximum. The apparent incident polarization dependence indicates the SERS enhancement could be contributed by the coupling at the junction of the dimer, which is similar to the case of smooth spheres.\(^{[9,10]}\)

To study the physical mechanism in the case of flower-like silver mesoparticle dimer, Raman imaging that can show the spatial distribution of SERS enhancement over the whole surface was used to provide a more fundamental understanding of such an additional SERS enhancement. The Raman shift of 1615 cm\(^{-1}\) was chosen for imaging measurement. It is worth pointing out that the dimers in Figure 1D,F were obtained by self-assembly. A common problem with self-assembled dimers is ill-controlled configurations. To better investigate the coupling effect, it is highly desirable to be able to control the formation of the dimers. We have achieved this by using a micro-manipulator to move the individual particles under an optical microscope. In this way, high SERS active dimers can be formed or broken for studying SERS in situ. Compared to conventional nano-manipulation with atomic force microscopy (AFM), which only works for nanoscale particles, the micro-manipulator provides the capability to manipulate larger individual mesoparticles with diameter ranging from several hundred nanometers to micrometers. Although it requires patience and carefulness to manipulate the object under visual guidance and simultaneous imaging, if properly done, this technique enables one to assemble mesoparticles with well-controlled geometry for individual structure investigations. Such an approach does not require tedious sample preparation procedures and breaks the limitation on the types of samples that can be studied. Since the gap distance between the manipulated metal particles is limited by the coating ligands on the particles, with a proper push by the
micro-manipulator, it is easy to achieve the minimum gap size, i.e., twice of ligand length, for maximum SERS enhancement. Thus the new method not only greatly reduces the manipulation time and increases the success rate of long-range manipulation, but also easily pushes the SERS enhancement to the maximum limit of the manipulated dimers. It is necessary to point out that movement of the micro-manipulator is artificial controlled so the gap distance is mainly determined by the thickness of ligands on particle’s surface, which was monolayer in general. The SEM image of a self-assembled dimer is marked by an arrow in Figure 2A. Corresponding Raman images under parallel and perpendicular incident polarization directions (as indicated by blue arrows) with respect to the dimer axis are shown in Figure 2D,E. The Raman intensities and spatial distribution are indicated by the color and shape of the bright spots, respectively. The maximum intensity at the parallel direction is nearly twice that at the perpendicularly polarized direction. The reason that the SERS enhancement at the perpendicular incidence does not completely vanish is the formation of multiple gaps with randomly oriented directions by protrusions on roughened particle surfaces. We then used the micro-manipulator to separate the dimer about 2 μm into two individual particles as marked in Figure 2B and the high-magnification SEM image is shown in Figure 2C. Corresponding SERS images are shown in Figure 2F,G with the incident polarization indicated by blue arrows. The maximum SERS intensities are one order of magnitude lower than those from the dimer before the micro-manipulation. These results indicate that the 2 μm separation is enough to reduce the interparticle coupling between two nearby particles. The SERS enhancements of the individual flower-like silver mesoparticles are dominated by the surface roughness rather than the interparticle coupling effect. These results totally support the assumption that the additional SERS enhancement observed in the dimer is primarily contributed by the interparticle interaction.

In another scenario, we studied the SERS of two initially isolated flower-like silver mesoparticles (marked by an arrow in Figure 3A) and their dimer (Figure 3B,C) were formed by micro-manipulation. The Raman images of these two individual particles are shown in Figure 3D-F with the incident polarization indicated by blue arrows. Obviously, there is no incident polarization dependence for the single particles. The coupling between these two particles can be neglected. As the original location of the upper particle is much closer to the laser spot center, the upper spot in the Raman images is brighter. Then the upper one is pushed by the micro-manipulator towards the lower one to form a dimer. Based on the SEM images of the dimer shown in Figure 3B,C, the dimer has a sub-5 nm gap located at the junction between two particles. When the incident light is parallel to the axis of the dimer as shown in Figure 3G, the maximum SERS intensity located around the dimer junction is 10 times higher than that on individual particles. When the incident polarization is tuned to 45° angle, the maximum SERS intensity decreases. At the same time, the hot spot at the junction shrinks. When the incident polarization is perpendicular to the dimer axis, the hot spot at the junction disappears, and two separate bright spots located at the center of each particle appear instead. The SERS intensity under the perpendicular excitation is nearly 10 times lower than that under the parallel polarized incidence, as in this case the enhancement is solely contributed by the surface roughness. Both the decrease of the SERS intensity and the change of the hot spot under perpendicular excitation provide a direct proof for the coupling effect in this dimer. In addition, the mechanical micro-manipulation of micrometer-sized, flower-like silver particles enables the easy formation of a high quality dimer with a large hot spot area. The micro-manipulation method greatly improves the yield of dimers with high Raman activities.

Because the size of flower-like mesoparticle is much larger than the incident laser wavelength, the EM coupling between two flower-like mesoparticles is dominated by multipoles couplings. To evaluate this enhancement effect, we applied the generalized Mie calculation for two silver mesospheres. The silver sphere diameter used in our calculation was set to 1 μm, and the gap distance between two particles is estimated to be 3 nm by accounting the coverage of ascorbic acid and MGITC molecules. The multipoles are taken up to 50, which is enough for the convergence of the simulation. Under the excitation of 633 nm, the EM field distributions of the dimer at two orthogonal incident polarizations are shown in Figure 4. The maximum EM field enhancement in the gap region is about 27 times (corresponding to SERS...
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enhancement about $5 \times 10^5$) larger than the incident light, when the excitation is parallel to the dimer axis as shown in Figure 4A,B. When the incident light is perpendicular to the dimer axis as shown in Figure 4C,D, the SERS enhancement is only two-fold in the side of the dimer due to the weak coupling between spheres.

Compared with the experiment results, the surface roughness of flower-like rough particles gives the main contribution to their SERS,[28] which is different from that of smooth spheres. The calculation result for a single smooth sphere is shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). We also synthesized nearly smooth, quasi-spherical mesoparticles which have the similar size with the flower-like mesoparticles and experiment results are shown in Figure S1,S4 (Supporting Information). The gap-distance between two quasi-spherical mesoparticles is supposed to be similar as in the flower-like particles case. However, for the rough particle dimer, the SERS is dominated by the interparticle coupling and is highly dependent on incident polarization. This is qualitatively consistent with the above simulations based on the generalized Mie theory.[30] It is worthwhile to note that, theoretically, in the dimer of two perfect smooth spheres, the maximum SERS enhanced volume is highly confined in the center of the junction, as shown in Figure 4A,B, and the size of the hot spot is less than 100 nm. While, for the rough mesoparticle dimers, the size of hot spot shown in Figure 3G and Figure S5 (Supporting Information) is larger than 1.5 μm, as indicated by the brightest color (the resolution of Raman image is about 500 nm according to Abbe’s formula), which is much larger than that in the smooth sphere dimer case. As the matter of fact, the nearly-smooth mesoparticle dimers show the size of hot spot around 500 nm in diameter, as shown in Figure S2 (Supporting Information). In view of the fact that the surface of mesoparticles is not absolutely smooth and the spherical shape is not perfect either, the size of the hot-spot area (500 nm in diameter) is considered consistent with the theoretically calculated value. The large area of hot spot of flower-like mesoparticle dimers is due to the formation of multiple gaps at the junction of dimer by protrusions or dimples on roughened particle surfaces. Such large area of the hot spot easily formed in the current study could be beneficial to SERS applications.

Since the gap sizes in self-assembly dimers are randomly in the range of several to tens of nanometers, which are hardly distinguished under an optical microscope when Raman measurements are performing, it is worth to point out that most dimers formed by self-assembly display no obvious coupling effect. It is simply due to that large gaps could reduce the coupling effect significantly and make the dimer SERS inactive to the incident polarization, although the basic enhancement of individual roughed particles still exists. By the micro-manipulation on flower-like roughed particles, dimers are easily formed with the total SERS EF estimated to be above $10^6$, whereas it is about $10^7$ for single flower-like particles. We have studied dozens of dimers formed by micro-manipulation, except the one shown in Figure 3, another typical one is shown in Figure S5 (Supporting Information).

In conclusion, SERS on flower-like silver mesoparticle dimers by means of the micro-manipulation is performed. The measured SERS enhancements are found to be $\approx 10$ to 100 times higher on dimers than that on individual mesoparticles. The observation of highly dependence of incident polarization illustrates that, even though the surface roughness is dominant for SERS on the individual mesoparticles with rough surface topography, the coupling effect...
Aqueous solution was then quickly injected into the particles were synthesized via a similar process, with the modification of the quantity of AgNO₃, ascorbic acid and PVP to (0.05 mL, 1 μL), (0.04 mL, 1 μL), (0.05 mL, 0.1 μL), respectively and the additional introduction of a HNO₃ aqueous solution (0.05 mL, 15 μL). A sample of the silver particles was obtained by centrifugation and was washed with ethanol several times to remove the excess surfactant.

Samples for SERS measurements were prepared by the following processes: MGITC molecules solution (0.1 mL, 10⁻⁶ M) was mixed with the same volume of silver suspension. The corresponding concentration of the silver mesoparticles in the suspension was estimated to be about 10⁻¹² μL and this means that there were of the order of 10⁶ MGITC molecules per silver particle. The high density of MGITC solution could ensure that there are some molecules reside in the junctions between two particles. The mixed solution was allowed to incubate overnight to achieve a high adsorption of MGITC molecules on the surface of particles. The excess of free MGITC molecules in the supernatant after centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 3 min were removed. The precipitate was dispersed in ethanol. Through this process, monolayer of MGITC molecules are left on the surface of the particles, however, multilayers also possible exist, especial on the surface of crevices. By comparing the absorbance of MGITC molecules in the solution before added Ag particles and in the supernatant after centrifugation to remove Ag particles, eighty percent of the molecules are estimated to adsorb onto the silver particle. Further, one drop of the solution containing silver particles was spin-coated on a clean Si slide, and then rinsed with ethanol to remove unabsorbed particles and dried under a stream of nitrogen. After adsorbing particles, the Si slide was decorated with an indexed TEM grid consisting of 100 μm × 100 μm grids, which facilitated post situ both the optical and SEM imaging of desired particles. All experiments were performed on air-Si interfaces.

The Raman signal was measured with a Renishaw inVia micro-Raman spectroscopy system. Raman excitation was performed with a 632.8 nm HeNe laser at low power (in the μW range under the objective) to minimize heating and photochemical effects. The laser was blocked by a 633 nm edge filter. Incident polarization was tuned by a half wave plate in order to effectively excite randomly oriented dimers. The sample was mounted on an XY stage of a Leica microscope, equipped with a 100× (NA = 0.95) objective, which was used for excitation and collection, and the spot size was around 1 μm in diameter. The measurement of the Raman image was performed using the TE air cooled 576 × 400 charge coupled detector (CCD) array in a confocal Raman system with a spectroscopic window width of ±20 cm⁻¹, while the unfocused laser light spread all over the measure area. The Raman spectra were collected in the backscattering geometry by the same CCD.

A micromanipulator (MMO-202ND, Narishige) equipped on an optical microscope was used to manipulate the particles in 3-dimension. It could form or break the dimers controllably without damaging the particles.
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